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Abstract—We report an ongoing study on quantitative char-
acteristics of texts written in different genres. At this stage, we
compared Lithuanian and English texts in terms of genres. We
used 16 indices which describe frequency structure of text as
well as indicate several other characteristics of written texts.
Initial study showed significant differences of indices calculated
for genre pairs of the same language. Hierarchical clustering
revealed possible applications in using them as features for text
categorization/classification by genre, though better results were
achieved for Lithuanian texts.

Index Terms—quantitative genre analysis, frequency structure
of text, vocabulary richness, stylometry, English, Lithuanian

I. INTRODUCTION

We report an ongoing study on quantitative characteristics of
texts written in different genres. It has been suggested that gen-
res add to familiarity and the shorthand of communication [1],
[2], [3] and therefore resonate with people. Also, genres tend
to shift in accordance to public opinion and reflect widespread
culture of certain time [4]. From NLP perspective, genres are
useful for text classification (e.g. [5]) and categorization (e.g.
[6]), natural language generation (e.g. [7], [8]), etc.

At this stage, we present initial quantitative analysis of
Lithuanian and English texts of different genres (or super-
genres, in case of being more precise [9], as the texts were
grouped into broad categories or genre groups; however, for
the simplicity a term “genre” was used in this paper). As
the main point of interest was frequency structure of text
considering genre aspect, we used 16 indices proposed by [10],
[11], [12] and implemented in QUITA - Quantitative Index
Text Analyzer [13].

As we study textual genres wrt style, i.e., fiction, press,
etc. style, we apply computational stylistics or stylometry.
Stylometry is based on the two hypotheses:

• human stylome hypothesis, i.e., each individual has a
unique style [14];

• unique style of individual can be measured [15], and
thus stylometry allows gaining meta-knowledge [16], i.e.,
what can be learned from the text about the author –
gender [17], [18], age [19], psychological characteristics
[20], political affiliation [19], etc.

Genre can be considered as a certain ”style”, thus we
assumed that stylometric analysis could aid in our study of
quantitative characteristics of genres.

II. CORPORA AND METHODS

A. Data Sets and Preprocessing

We used part of Corpus of the Contemporary Lithuanian
Language [21] (≈ 1, 5 million words) and Freiburg-LOB Cor-
pus of British English (F-LOB) (≈ 1 million words) [22] for
our initial experiment. The composition of Lithuanian material
is the following: Fiction (17%), Documents (21%), Scientific
(21%) and Periodicals (31%). English material consists of
Fiction (25%), General Prose (42%), Learned (16%) and Press
(18%). Lithuanian genre category Scientific corresponds to
English category Learned, while Lithuanian Periodicals corre-
sponds to English category Press. More detailed constitution
of F-LOB corpus by genres described in Table I. Part of the
Corpus of the Contemporary Lithuanian Language we used
for our study did not have such details available, only genre
groups as described above.

As English texts were already concatenated according to
their genre, only minimal preprocessing was performed, i.e.,
lines numbers and tags that marked textual structure were
removed. For Lithuanian, as we had individual texts, to get
around of “fingerprint” of individual authorship as much
as possible, all the samples were concatenated into 4 large
documents based on genre group (or super-genre), and then
were partitioned into 5 parts each. Thus all in all for Lithuanian
part of analysis we had 20 samples.

B. Features for Characterization of Genres

Most frequent words (MFW) as features are one the most
popular solutions in stylometric analysis [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27], [28] (usually, they coincide with function words [29],
[30]). They are considered to be topic-neutral and perform
well [31], [32], [33]. As our interest lied in frequency structure
of the text as well as vocabulary richness taking genre aspect
into consideration, for our experiment we applied 16 indices
implemented in QUITA - Quantitative Index Text Analyzer
[13]:

• Type-Token Ratio (TTR) – ratio between the number of
types and the number of tokens in a text, i.e. shows
vocabulary variation in a text;

• h-point (h) – a fuzzy boundary in the word frequency
table where the rank is the same as the frequency;
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Table I
F-LOB CORPUS STATISTICS

Genre group Category Content of Category

Press
A Reportage
B Editorial
C Review

General prose

D Religion
E Skills, trades and hobbies
F Popular lore
G Belles lettres, biographies, essays
H Miscellaneous

Learned J Science

Fiction

K General fiction
L Mystery and detective Fiction
M Science fiction
N Adventure and Western
P Romance and love story
R Humor

• R1 – an indicator of vocabulary richness based on the
h-point (h);

• Repeat Rate (RR) – shows the degree of vocabulary
concentration in a text, i.e. inverse measure of vocabulary
richness;

• Relative Repeat Rate of McIntosh (RRmc) – the relative
RR for better comparison with the other indices;

• Hapax Legomenon Percentage (HP) – ratio between the
number of tokens and number of hapax legomena, i.e.
words that occur only once, in a text;

• Lambda (Λ) – describes frequency structure of text, i.e.
it is related to vocabulary richness, but also considers the
relationship between neighbouring frequencies;

• Gini Coefficient (G) – measure of statistical dispersion, in
linguistics G is used as a measure for vocabulary richness;

• R4 – the reversed Gini coefficient;
• Curve length (L) – as a lot of vocabulary richness

measures are based on the curve of rank-frequency distri-
bution, L is defined as the sum of the Euclidean distances
between all neighbouring points on the curve;

• Curve length R Indicator (R) – indicator of vocabulary
richness derived from the curve length (L);

• Entropy (E) – in linguistics, entropy expresses the degree
of vocabulary concentration in the text;

• Adjusted Modulus (AM) – frequency structure indicator,
independent of text length;

• Writer’s View (WV) – indicator that is defined by the
angle between the h-point and the ends of the rank-
frequency distribution, i.e. the golden ratio;

• Average Tokens length (ATL) – arithmetic mean of the
lengths of tokens;

• Token Length Frequency Spectrum (TLFS) – list of all
token lengths in a text with their frequency.

Detailed formulas of the indexes (except for TLFS), based
on [13] and [10], are presented in Table II. The values of

indexes were standartized to make them comparable.

C. Distance Measures

Stylometry refers to the study of linguistic style, usually
to written language. It uses variety of statistical methods,
although common technique is to calculate distances or
(dis)similarities between texts and process the output with
different visualization methods. Studies have been performed
in order to figure out what distance or similarity measures were
more appropriate in different scenarios of stylometric analysis.
For example, F. Jannidis and S. Evert found that Cosine
Delta measure outperformed all other measures for novels
written in English, French and German [36], [37]. Burrows’s
Delta distance is typically used for stylometric analysis as
it proved effective for English and German [33], [26] as
well. However, it was less successful for highly inflective
languages, e.g., Latin and Polish [26]. Thus in such cases,
especially when the most frequent words as features were used,
application of Eder’s Delta, i.e., a modified Burrows’s Delta
that gives more weight to the frequent features and rescales
less frequent ones in order to avoid random infrequent features,
was recommended [38]. Also, taking into consideration variety
of possible text lengths, for Lithuanian texts Eder’s Simple
Delta and Binomial Index were useful (experiments were per-
formed on the transcripts of plenary sittings of the Lithuanian
Parliament) [39]. As we aim to compare the performance of
distance or (dis)similarity measures already used in stylometry
and other fields of research, e.g. ecology [40], biology [35],
social sciences [41], we used the variety of them with formulas
[39] presented in Table III.

D. Experimental Setup

For stylometric analysis (calculation of distance or
(dis)similarity and plotting the relations among text samples)
R, free software environment for statistical computing and
graphics, was used [42], and its 2 packages - “stylo” [34] and
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Table II
INDEXES AND THEIR FORMULAS

Index Formula

Type-Token Ratio (TTR) V
N

h-point (h) r = f(r)

R1 1− (F (h)− h2

2N
)

Repeat Rate (RR)
∑V
r=1 p

2
i

Relative Repeat Rate of McIntosh (RRmc) 1−
√
RR

1−1/
√
V

Hapax Legomenon Percentage (HP) Nh
N

Lambda (Λ) L(log10 N)
N

Gini Coefficient (G) 1
V

(V + 1− 2m′1)

R4 1−G

Curve length (L)
∑V−1
r=1

√
(f(r)− f(r + 1))2 + 1

Curve length R Indicator (R) 1− Lh
L

Entropy (E) −
∑K
i=1 pildpi

Adjusted Modulus (AM)
1
h
(f(1)2+V 2)1/2

log10 N

Writer’s View (WV) −[(h−1)(f1−h)+(h−1)(V−h)]
[(h−1)2+(f1−h)2]1/2[(h−1)2+(V−h)2]1/2

Average Tokens length (ATL) 1
N

∑N
i=1 xi

Where V – number of types, N – number of tokens, r – rank/individual rank, f(r)
– frequency of the rank, F (h) – cumulative relative frequency up to the h-point, h
– h-point, pi – individual probabilities, estimated by means of relative frequencies,
RR – Repeat Rate, Nh – number of hapax legomena, L – arc length of the rank-
frequency distribution, m1 – average frequency distribution, G –Gini coefficient,
f – individual frequency, Lh – curve length above h-point, K – inventory size, ld
– logarithm to the base 2, f1 – the highest frequency, xi – individual length of
the token.

“vegan” [43]. For the practical reasons these packages were
merged together by [44].

For calculation of indexes (Type-Token Ratio (TTR), h-
Point, Entropy, Average Tokens Length (ATL),R1, Repeat Rate
(RR), Relative Repeat Rate of McIntosh (RRmc), Lambda (Λ),
Adjusted Modulus (AM), Gini’s coefficient (G), R4, Hapax
Legomena Percentage (HP), Curve Length (L), Writers View
(WV), Curve Length Indicator (R), Token Length Frequency
Spectrum (TLFS)) that were taken as features for our stylomet-
ric analysis of textual genres, QUITA - Quantitative Index Text
Analyzer [13] was used. Also, to check statistical significance
of the calculated indices in terms of genres, asymptotic u-test
[45] was performed.

Then dissimilarity between the text samples was calculated
using selected distances or similarity measures, and distance
matrix was generated. Then, hierarchical clustering was ap-
plied to group samples by similarity [46], and dendrograms
were used to visualize the results.

The goal of this study was to identify stylistic dissimilarities
and map positions of the text samples in relation to each other,

not to classify them by genre. Therefore hierarchical clustering
with Ward linkage (it minimizes total variance within-cluster
[46]) was chosen.

III. RESULTS

A. Statistical Significance of Indicators

Significance (asymptotic u-test) of calculated indices in
terms of genres are provided in Table IV. The suffix “_LT”
indicates Lithuanian part of experimental material, while
“_EN” presents English part of our data. Most of calculated
indicators achieved significance on at least some conditions.
For Lithuanian part 3 indices (TTR, HP and R) were significant
under all test conditions. There were no indices that did not
achieved significance at any conditions. For English part only
1 indicator (ATL) was significant under all test conditions.
Meanwhile, 2 indices (Lambda and HP) did not achieved
significance at any conditions.

B. Stylometric Analysis

As it was already mentioned, typically Burrows’s Delta
distance is used for stylometric analysis [33], [26] with the
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Table III
DISTANCE/SIMILARITY MEASURES AND THEIR FORMULAS

Distance/Similarity measure Formula
Canberra Distance

∑n
i=1

|xi−yi|
|xi|+|yi|

Cosine Distance
∑n

i=1 xiyi√∑n
i=1 x

2
i

√∑n
i=1 y

2
i

Burrows’ Delta 1
n

∑n
i=1

∣∣∣xi−µi
σi

− yi−µi
σi

∣∣∣
Argamon’s Linear Delta 1

n

∑n
i=1

√∣∣∣∣ (xi−yi)2σ2
i

∣∣∣∣
Eder’s Delta 1

n

∑n
i=1

(∣∣∣xi−yiσi

∣∣∣ · n−ni+1
n

)
Eder’s Simple Delta [34]

∑n
i=1

∣∣√xi −√yi∣∣
Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity

∑n
i=1 |xi−yi|∑n
i=1(xi+yi)

Kulczynski Distance
∑n

i=1 |xi−yi|∑n
i=1 min (xi,yi)

Jaccard Index
2

∑n
i=1 |xi−yi|∑n
i=1

(xi+yi)

1+

∑n
i=1
|xi−yi|∑n

i=1
(xi+yi)

Gower Similarity 1
n

∑n
i=1

|xi−yi|
maxi −mini

Mountford Index 1
α

, where α is the parameter of Fisher’s log-series

Binomial Index [35]
∑n
i=1

xi·ln
xi
2n

+yi·ln
yi
2n
−2n·ln 1

2
2n

Where xi and yi are corresponding i values of vectors X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
and Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), n is the size of the compared vectors, σi and
µi are standard deviation and mean of i values of all vectors used in
comparison, ni is queue number of i value in a vector (usually ni = i),
mini and maxi are minimum and maximum i values between all compared
vectors.

Table IV
RESULTS OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST: GENRE PAIRS.

First variable Second variable Significant differences in indexes
Scientific_texts_LT Documents_LT TTR, h-Point, Entropy, R1, RR, Lambda, AM, G, R4, HP, L, WV, R.

Scientific_texts_LT Fiction_LT TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, Lambda, G, R4, HP, L, WV, R, TLFS.

Scientific_texts_LT Periodicals_LT TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, Lambda, G, R4, HP, L, R, TLFS.

Documents_LT Fiction_LT TTR, h-Point, ATL, R1, Lambda, AM, G, R4, HP, R, TLFS.

Documents_LT Periodicals_LT TTR, Entropy, ATL, R1, RR, RRmc, Lambda, AM, G, R4, HP, L, WV, R.

Fiction_LT Periodicals_LT TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, HP, L, WV, TLFS.

Press_EN Learned_EN h-Point, Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, L, WV.

Press_EN Fiction_EN Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, L, WV, TLFS.

Press_EN General_prose_EN ATL, RR, RRmc, R.

Learned_EN Fiction_EN ATL, RR, RRmc, WV, R, TLFS.

Learned_EN General_prose_EN TTR, h-Point, Entropy, ATL, R1, AM, G, R4, L, WV, R.

Fiction_EN General_prose_EN Entropy, ATL, RR, RRmc, AM, L, WV, R, TLFS.

most frequent words (MFW) [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28] or function words (they usually occur among MFW
[29], [30])as features. However, we achieved the best results
with Eder’s Delta distance measure (for English dataset; for
formula, see III) and Argamon’s Linear Delta distance measure
(for Lithuanian dataset; for formula, see Table III). Though
we experimented with all the distance or similarity measures
described in Table III, due to limited space of the paper we
present only the latter results (see Fig. 1 and 2).

Hierarchical Clustering [47] of an agglomerative type was
used. Ward linkage, where choosing the pair of clusters to
merge step-by-step is based on the optimal value of an

objective function [48], was applied. This generated hierarchy
of clusters, which was visualized as a dendrogram, that is,
going from the right side separate documents were linked into
clusters by their similarity till all the documents were merged
into one cluster.

The results showed clear differentiation of text samples by
genre for Lithuanian (all samples were clustered by genre
correctly), while clustering of English dataset was somewhat
less successful – some samples were attached to incorrect
cluster. The reason could be language characteristics (indi-
cators used as features react to the degree of inflection the
language posess [10]), i.e. English is analytic language, while
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Lithuanian – synthetic, and thus comparison of texts written
in different languages becomes a non-trivial issue. Besides, it
might have been influenced by grouping of text into genres and
genre groups as it seems that this procedure was performed
by following different criteria for our datasets in English and
Lithuanian, e.g. for English part significantly bigger variety
of genres was included into genre groups. Also, construction
of comparable datasets for genre analysis might need to be
more optimized in terms of sample lengths (even though
part of indicators we used in this study was text-length-
independent [13] and unsupervised machines learning (in this
case – hierarchical cluster analysis) allows downscaling class
imbalance problem)), samples themselves so that they would
represent genre groups and genres best at the same time not
forgetting to take authorship into consideration (we need to
escape authorial ”fingerprint” and concentrate of qualities of
textual genres and the means to identify them).

To summarize, stylometric analysis combined with quan-
titative textual indicators that mark frequency structure or
vocabulary richness of the text allowed us to map/position
text samples by genre, though results were more successful
for Lithuanian part of the experiment. Eder’s Delta (for En-
glish) and Argamon’s Linear Delta (for Lithuanian) distance
measures provided the best results, however, by no means this
is the only possible configuration. Other measures could also
provide similar performance in different experimental setup,
e.g. different corpora, parameters for text analysis, selection
of features. However, to reach a more solid conclusion, further
research is needed.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an ongoing work on quantitative analysis of
texts written in different genres for English and Lithuanian.
Textual genre in our study was perceived as certain ”style”
and thus stylometric analysis was performed.

1) Features (frequency structure indicators and measures of
vocabulary richness) used in this study seemed promis-
ing for characterization of genres as there were signif-
icant differences for genre pairs in terms of calculated
indices.

2) As a part of stylometric analysis, 12 distance or
(dis)similarity measures were experimented on. Out of
them, Eder’s Delta (for English dataset) and Argamon’s
Linear Delta (for Lithuanian dataset) provided the best
results for our genre study.

3) Cluster analysis allowed groupings of text samples by
genre, though results were more successful for Lithua-
nian dataset in comparison to English one: all Lithuanian
samples were grouped correctly.

However, for more substantial conclusions additional research
is necessary. Thus we plan to extend this work to larger text
collections and additional genres. More extensive study on
textual indicators in terms of genre is important as well. We
also plan to examine other languages to see whether similar
effects found in this study would persist.
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Figure 1. Best clustering results for English data: Eder’s Delta distance measure. The names of the samples in the cluster analysis were constructed as follows:
genre-group_genre; see Table I for the details. As there was only one sample for Learned genre group, it was split into 2 equal samples: J1 and J2.

Figure 2. Best clustering results for Lithuanian data: Argamon’s Linear Delta distance measure. The names of the samples in the cluster analysis were
constructed as follows: genre-group_number-of-sample, where D = Documents, G = Fiction, M = Scientific texts, and P = Periodicals.
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